2022 STUDENT COHORT

PRIYA ALLEN (Fiction — Goodrich)
Maret School, '23 | Washington, DC

SARKIS ANTONYAN (Poetry — Teklit)
Holy Martyrs Ferrahian High School, '22 | Chatsworth, CA

ABEER ARIF (Fiction — Turkmani)
Lahore Grammar School, '22 | Lahore, Pakistan

KALLI AZAD (Fiction — Tison)
The Chapin School, '24 | New York, NY

SHALIZ BAZLDJOO (Creative Nonfiction/Memoir — Anderson)
Laurel School, '24 | Orange Village, OH

SOPHIE BERNIK (Poetry — Martinez-Leyva)
Interlochen Arts Academy, '24 | Interlochen, MI

GIA BHARADWAJ (Poetry — Kaneko)
The Winsor School, '24 | Newton, MA

DIA BHOJWANI (Fiction — Lynch)
JBCN International School Oshiwara, '23 | Mumbai, India

RHO BLOOM-WANG (Poetry — Bias)
Winchester Thurston School, '24 | Pittsburgh, PA

HELENA BRITTAINE (Poetry — Quesada)
BASIS Chandler, '23 | Chandler, AZ

WYATT BROWNE (Poetry — Diaz)
Deerfield Academy, '22 | Deerfield, MA

ANA CARPENTER (Fiction — Garg)
Walter Payton College Preparatory High School, '22 | Chicago, IL

BELIEVE CHAKENYA (Poetry — Watkins)
DuPont Manual High School, '23 | Louisville, KY
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ABIGAIL CHANG (Poetry — Atefat-Peckham)
Taipei European School, '25 | Taipei, Taiwan

KATE CHOI (Poetry — Chang)
Seoul Foreign School, '23 | Seoul, South Korea

MADELINE CHUN (Creative Nonfiction/Memoir — Anderson)
The Hockaday School, '23 | Dallas, TX

LUCIA COLWELL (Creative Nonfiction/Memoir — Crew)
Polytechnic School, '23 | Altadena, CA

KENDALL COOPER (Poetry — Alsamsam)
The John Cooper School, '23 | The Woodlands, TX

KASSANDRA DELGADO (Fiction — Martin)
Modesto High School, '23 | Modesto, CA

LIZZY DUKE-MOE (Poetry — Kaneko)
Boise High School, '22 | Boise, ID

ALANA ESPOSITO (Poetry — Khaliq)
Cox Mill High School, '22 | Huntersville, NC

RÓISÍN FLANAGAN (Poetry — Alsamsam)
Merrol Hyde Magnet School, '21 (Gap Year) | Gallatin, TN

STEPHANIE FUENTES (Poetry — Bias)
Milton Academy, '22 | Milton, MA

MELANIE GARCÍA (Fiction — Tison)
Phillips Academy, '22 | Andover, MA

avery gendler (Poetry — Hawkins)
Interlochen Arts Academy, '22 | Interlochen, MI

GAEL GRANADOS (Poetry — Sophronius)
Chicago High School for the Arts, '23 | Chicago, IL
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SABRINA GUO (Poetry — Marshall)
Syosset High School, '23 | Oyster Bay, NY

NATALIE HAMPTON (Fiction — Wisel)
Kinder High School for the Performing and Visual Arts, '23 | Houston, TX

CADEN HEISER-CERRATO (Fiction — Ong Kah Ho)
Loyola Blakefield School, '22 | Towson, MD

CHARLOTTE HENSLEY (Fiction — Loory)
Chicago High School for the Arts, '25 | Chicago, IL

IVI HUA (Poetry — Hueston)
Mead High School, '25 | Spokane, WA

ARIHANT JAIN (Poetry — Diaz)
White Station High School, '25 | Memphis, TN

KATE-YEONJAE JEONG (Creative Nonfiction/Memoir — Fairey)
Kinder High School for the Performing and Visual Arts, '24 | Houston, TX

FIONA JIN (Poetry — Janae)
Adlai E. Stevenson High School, '25 | Buffalo Grove, IL

ANNIE JOHNSON (Fiction — Ong Kah Ho)
Dublin Coffman High School, '23 | Dublin, OH

KAYSYN JONES (Poetry — Janae)
Douglas Anderson School of the Arts, 22 | Jacksonville, FL

ANDREW KANG (Poetry — Berta)
Gilman School, '23 | Baltimore, MD

HARSIMRAN KAUR (Fiction — Loory)
Cambridge International School, '22 | Jalandhar, India

VIDHATRIE KEETHA (Poetry — Atefat-Peckham)
Horace Mann School, '23 | Bronx, NY
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ELIZABETH KELLER (Poetry — Nomu)
Interlochen Arts Academy, '23 | Interlochen, MI

MEGHA KHEMKA (Fiction — Wisel)
Walter Payton College Preparatory School, '24 | Chicago, IL

LINDA KONG (Poetry — Martinez)
North Allegheny Intermediate High School, '25 | Sewickley, PA

CAROLYN LAU (Creative Nonfiction/Memoir — Crew)
Herricks High School, '23 | Roslyn Heights, NY

ARIM LEE (Poetry — Hawkins)
Phillips Academy, '24 | Andover, MA

YUJIA LI (Poetry — Khaliq)
William Mason High School, '23 | Mason, OH

DANIEL LIU (Poetry — Sophronius)
Lake Highland Preparatory School, '23 | Orlando, FL

GRACE MARIE LIU (Poetry — Marshall)
Greenhills School, '25 | Ann Arbor, MI

BRYANA LORENZO (Fiction — Mrjoian)
William R. Boone High School, '23 | Orlando, FL

LUIZA LOUBACK FONTES (Creative Nonfiction/Memoir — Fairey)
Instituto Federal de Minas Gerais, '21 (Gap Year) | Betim, Brazil

FIONA LU (Poetry — Ram)
Hillsdale High School, '23 | Foster City, CA

AUDREY MATZKE (Poetry — Shirali)
University of Chicago Laboratory Schools, '22 | Chicago, IL

AAMINA MUCHAL (Poetry — Tafejian)
Eastside Preparatory School, '24 | Sammamish, WA
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OLGA MUSIAL (Fiction — Jones)
33 Copernicus Bilingual High School, '23 | Warsaw, Poland

JENNA NESKY (Poetry — Sainz)
GW Carver Center for Art & Technology, '24 | Towson, MD

MAABENA NTI (Poetry — Nomu)
Alpha Beta Christian College, '25 | Accra, Ghana

GILLIAN PERRY (Poetry — Tafejian)
Community High School, '23 | Ann Arbor, MI

EMILY PICKERING (Poetry — Quesada)
Laurel Springs School, '24 | Memphis, TN

MEGHNA (CHILI) PRAMODA (Poetry — Sainz)
The Baldwin School, '24 | Guaynabo, PR

KATHERYN PRATHER (Fiction — Mrjoian)
Milton Academy, '22 | Milton, MA

MICHELLE QIAO (Creative Nonfiction/Memoir — Mann)
Leland High School, '23 | San Jose, CA

FIONA REENAN (Poetry — Ogunyemi)
Groton School, '23 | Groton, MA

KAYDANCE RICE (Creative Nonfiction/Memoir — Mann)
Interlochen Arts Academy, '24 | Interlochen, MI

TRINI ROGANDO (Poetry — Lukic)
Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology, '22 | Arlington, VA

SASHA ROTKO (Fiction — Garg)
John Marshall Senior High School, '23 | Los Angeles, CA

TYLER SOOKRALLI (Poetry — Teklit)
H. Frank Carey High School, '23 | Franklin Square, NY
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DILARA SÜMBÜL (Fiction — Lou)
Berkeley High School, ’22 | Berkeley, CA

OCEAN TEU (Fiction — Lynch)
Ruth Asawa School of the Arts, ’23 | San Francisco, CA

KATIE TIAN (Poetry — Hueston)
Jericho Senior High School, ’23 | Jericho, NY

CHRISTINE TSU (Fiction — Turkmani)
Torrey Pines High School, ’23 | San Diego, CA

ASHLEY WANG (Poetry — Martinez)
The Lawrenceville School, ’23 | Lawrenceville, NJ

NATALIE WEI (Poetry — Drake)
Los Altos High School, ’22 | Los Altos, CA

CATHERINE XIE (Fiction — Sin)
Weston High School, ’22 | Weston, CT

MADISON XU (Poetry — Berta)
Horace Mann School, ’23 | New York, NY

ZIYI YAN (Poetry — Watkins)
Greenwich High School, ’24 | Greenwich, CT

MAGGIE YANG (Poetry — Ram)
York House School, ’24 | Vancouver, Canada

MIMI YANG (Poetry — Chang)
Shanghai High School – International Division, ’23 | Shanghai, China

ANGELINA YEUNG (Fiction — Lou)
Crofton House School, ’24 | Vancouver, Canada

CORINA YI (Poetry — Drake)
Millani High School, ’23 | Millani, HI
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SHEEREA YU (Poetry — Shirali)
University School of Nashville, ’23 | Brentwood, TN

ANDREW YUAN (Fiction — Martin)
Phillips Exeter Academy, ’24 | Exeter, NH

TINA ZENG (Fiction — Sin)
Phillips Exeter Academy, ’24 | Exeter, NH

EMMA (WANQI) ZHANG (Poetry — Martinez-Leyva)
Branham High School, ’25 | San Jose, CA

LAUREN ZHANG (Fiction — Goodrich)
Darien High School, ’25 | Darien, CT

RAY ZHANG (Poetry — Ogunyemi)
Troy High School, ’23 | Troy, MI

SARAH ZHANG (Poetry — Lukic)
International School Manila, ’23 | Manila, Philippines

VIVIAN ZHU (Fiction — Jones)
Adlai E. Stevenson High School, ’24 | Buffalo Grove, IL